Baruch Examine International Student Work Rules

By Sue-Feng Chua

Baruch College is waiting for the opinion of the Immigration and Naturalization Service that will affect international students and their campus employment opportunities.

The federal law enacted by Congress in 1996 to end further increases in immigration and naturalization is stated that foreign students may accept on-campus employment which does not displace a U.S. resident. The law gives U.S. citizens permanent resident priority over international students in on-campus job placement. An International student is a person who holds F-1 academic status visa or J-1 J visa sponsored by another agency.

Only after exhausting all attempts to obtain an on-campus job may international students seek off-campus employment. Any potential job position must be approved by the State Department of Labor for all foreign students.

Goldberg, director of the International Students Office, pointed out that 2,640 students applied for positions. This accounts for 400-500 international students seeking employment at the campus.

By Rafael A. Martinez

The Acting Treasurer of the Day Session Student Governing Board, Viaaska Gonzalez, lost her bid for permanent Treasurer to James Basa at a council meeting held on Thursday, October 11.

According to government executives, the vote was unanimous.

Simon Harela, president of the DSSG, said that he didn’t believe there was any single reason why she lost. It was a cross section of opinions: “Either people were concerned that Viaaska wasn’t doing a good job, or that James could do a better job.”

He added “I think people were convinced that James could do a better job than she (Viaaska) did. My sense, though, was that did not do a horrendous job.”

Basa, a senior and accounting major, was surprised at her victory. “It feels wonderful and I am looking forward to a very productive year.”

Gonzalez said “I have no comment. Nothing I say will not change the opinion of the council. I guess council chose who ever it thought was best.”

Basa’s experience in accounting comes from working at a small financial consulting firm for the past two years. The size of the firm has allowed her to have more hands on experience. Gonzalez said “I have no comment. Nothing I say will change the opinion of the council. I guess council chose who ever it thought was best.”

For this year, when I saw the story in The Ticker I decided to apply for the position, added Basa.

Basa’s experience in accounting comes from working at a small financial consulting firm for the past two years. The size of the firm has allowed her to have more hands on experience. Gonzalez said “I have no comment. Nothing I say will change the opinion of the council. I guess council chose who ever it thought was best.”

No Funding For Financial Aid Hike

By Parah Gaby

A new amendment to the Higher Education Act of 1994, regulating college aid, was signed by President Bush in July.

The Act is amended every few years and the recent changes will affect all federal financial aid programs—Pell, College Work Study, Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant, Perkins and Guaranteed Student Loans.

The changes in the law increase the amount of student aid available for Pell by one million even though the government does not have sufficient funds to cover new students. It will also change the definition of an independent student. The amendment will require that most unmarried students be at least 24 years old, by January 1 of the year they are filing, to qualify as independent.

Students 24 years old and over, “don’t have to provide their parents’ income information,” said James Murphy, director of financial aid. “But if under 24, they must provide this information, unless they can prove that both parents are deceased.”

“This causes a great deal of difficulty for students. Some of them immigrated or their parents left—-we have to deal with those students in a case by case basis,” continued Murphy.

Home equity will no longer be considered for financial aid applications. “This opens up Pell to many students who previously were not eligible,” said Murphy. “This allows students to exempt their family homes and be eligible for more aid.”

The amendment also increases the amount of Pell grants. The minimum is raised from $2,400 to $3,700. Pell will also accept student taking less than six credits.

What the act will do is reduce Pell allocations across the board. Instead of receiving $3,700, students will receive a maximum of $2,520. Freshmen will be allowed to borrow a maximum of $2,625, sophomores, $3,500 and juniors and seniors will be limited to $4,500.

It will also look to restrict the total amount students can borrow from the Stafford Loans. The undergraduate limit will be $23,000, while the graduate student limit will be $65,000. The graduate limit includes debts incurred as an undergraduate.

“Anyone who wants to borrow can,” said Murphy.

The Tuition Assistance Program is not affected by this change, since it is a federal program. “The interesting thing,” added Murphy, “is that every $100 in loans reduces your aid by $44 goes to pay for TAP increases.”

Another institution facing monetary difficulties is CWS. There are currently 469 students working in CWS, with 3,534 applicants for positions.

The increase in applicants is due to the recession, said Murphy. The recession was also the cause of last year’s increase in applicants, who sought work on campus. To remedy the situation, the University had to borrow against this year’s funds.
IN LOVING MEMORY OF OUR SISTER
IVONNE RIVERA.

We're joined in a friendship
That time can never ever
With bonds we have built
We'll remain friends forever

We're welded in spirit
Attached by our hearts
We're fused by the feeling
That friendship imparts

We're tied by emotions
Connected by dreams
Reinforced by our hopes
Unified by extremes

No longer a function
Of time or of space
Our love is a substance
That life won't replace

No matter how distant
We'll always endeavor
No matter how far
Of time
That life won't replace

Unified by extremes
Attached by our hearts
We're tied by emotions
We're fused by the feeling
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Ted Turner

Baruch Professor Killed In
Tragic Accident

By Nehaesh Williams

The Baruch community
saddens over the recent
death of its professor,
Mr. Todd, who was
killed in a tragic accident.

Mr. Todd was a beloved
professor who had
made significant
contributions to the
department.

Baruch College Library

Ted Turner Inaugurates Spielvogel Lecture Series

By Farah Goby

Media Mogul Ted Turner
inaugurates The Carl Spielvogel
Lecture Series at Global
Marketing Communications.

The lecture was titled
“Media Mogul: Ted Turner”
and was well-received.

Baruch College New York

LaMarre Resigns

USSE Chair

By Farah Goby

The University Student Sen-
ate is again involved in a con-
flict with the board of trustees
of the City University of New
York.

On July 10, Jean LaMarre,
the chair of the Senate,
resigned from her position.

The reasons for her resigna-
tion are unclear, but it is
believed that she was dis-
satisfied with the way
the Senate was being
run.

The Senate has since
appointed a new chair,
who will have to be
elected by the students.

The Baruch community
remembers its past and
looks forward to a bright
future.
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TICKER TAKES

Marketing Make-up Exams
The Department of Marketing would like to see who makes up and validates exams will be offered on November 10, 1992. Contact the Curriculum Guidance Office or the Graduate Office before Oct. 7, to be eligible to take this exam. The exam will be taken place:

2:00 to 6:00 p.m. Room 104 - 20th Floor 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. Room 200 - 22nd Floor

Conversation Club Topics
The Conversation Club, sponsored by the English Department, will be meeting on

Tuesday, Oct. 13 topic: Sex Education and Sexual Race.
Thursday, Oct. 23 topic: Job: Job Interviews

Attention Clubs, Funds Available!
The Baruch College Alumni Association periodically allocate funds to further the accomplishment of student organizations and adds to enhance the students' extracurricular activities. An organization considering a project relating to an academic subject that would meet the above stated criteria and which would benefit from limited funding should request an Application for Funding from the Baruch College Alumni Association. This money is donated by the New York Alumni Association of Black Americans and the Alumni Association of Black Americans. A TWO-SESSION WORKSHOP

In the fall of 1990, the Placement Office sponsored a two-session Career Exploration Workshop on Career Exploration. For questions or information, please call 387-1002 or the Placement Office (Room 1503, 17 Lexington Ave.)

Stephen H. Gayle Memorial Scholarship Awards
College students majoring in journalism who can support their expenses, one of several Stephen H. Gayle Memorial Scholarship Awards for $1,000 from the New York Newspaper Association

Students majoring in journalism are eligible to win one of several Stephen H. Gayle Memorial Scholarship Awards for $1,000 from the New York Association of Black Journalists. An organization considering a project relating to an academic subject which would meet the above stated criteria and which would benefit from limited funding should request an Application for Funding from the Baruch College Alumni Association. This money is donated by the New York Alumni Association of Black Americans and the Alumni Association of Black Americans. A TWO-SESSION WORKSHOP

Join Golden Key National Honor Society
Students interested in Scholarship Events with Golden Key National Honor Society should visit the Golden Key National Honor Society Office in the School of Liberal Arts, 17 Lexington Avenue, East from 10:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M. on Mondays. The office will be staffed from 10:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M. on Fridays.

The Alexander String Quartet Workshop
The Alexander String Quartet will be offering a Workshop on November 23rd from 1:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at the Performing Arts Center. The workshop is open to all students. No registration is required.

Help on Choosing a Major & Career
If you need help in choosing a major and career, come to a workshop on Exploring Careers. There will be four seminars in the Glazier Lounge at 360 Park Ave. South, New York on October 23rd from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. During these workshops, you will view a videotape, complete self-assessment exercises, and take vocational interest inventory. These exercises are designed to help you get clear ideas about what major or career would be best for you. The dates and times for the workshop are: Oct. 22 & 29; Nov. 23 & 30; Dec. 7 & 14. For more information, please call 387-1002.

Eduators and students interested in the Fifth Annual A7T College Fair will be held at the Performing Arts Center at 135 East 22nd Street from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. The fair will include representatives from more than 50 colleges and universities.
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A New Beginning At the USS

The University Student Senate was created to represent and lobby for the students of the City University of New York. It was up to protect the students from being taken advantage of by the CUNY administration. Its ability to do so was hindered when the chairperson of the Senate, Jean LaMarre, went on a "spending spree" in his first year as chair.

He was accused of all accusations of illegal behavior and even elected to a second term. His re-election damaged the ability of the USS to be taken seriously as a body that represented students.

Now, Jean LaMarre has resigned his position, which is probably the best thing he has ever done for the students as chair of the USS.

The USS now has an opportunity to get itself back on track so that it can do what it was created to do in the first place. Protect the interests of the students through CUNY.

The first step that they have to take is to set up a constitution so that the chair and the deputies can not take advantage of a vague bylaw.

The second step will be to recruit involved and responsible students who understand the importance of the USS and its role in fighting tuition hikes and the College Preparatory Initiative.

To some, LaMarre's resignation is a setback but it should be seen as an opportunity to create a second term.

To the Editor:

"Let's all be more empathizing."

To the Editor:

"I'm looking forward to Mr. Turner's speech, as I'm sure the other 13,000 faculty and students who filled the auditorium to capacity did. In fact, I skipped a class to hear him."

"What I want to say is that I was expecting to hear a brilliantly crafted speech replete with insight, from Mr. Turner (a fellow native of my home state of Georgia)."
The City Beat

Chopping away at the Gorgias mosaic

By K.C. Sierra

Last month I submitted a story defying the cause of police officers across the city. A day after the story appeared, a police source was quoted as saying my article "nearly cost him his job." In fact, some were reported to have jumped across and shared racial epithets with passers-by. Others carried signs conventionally denouncing the source of the smear campaign. But the smear campaign was so harmful to a variety of points of view that one could only hope that the smaller the better.

But there was a greater issue at stake. The "Dumpy Dickie" controversy was merely the tip of the iceberg of Washington Heights' targeting of residents. What we are now facing is a case upon which thousands of people are being without fear of arrest, and are using the power of their voice. The mayor of Los Angeles, Antonio Villaraigosa, declared that the mayor's plan to ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms would make the city safer. But without the mayor's plan to ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms, we would not be able to have a safe and meaningful plan to ban the use of racial epithets.

The mayor's plan to ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms will not be enough to make the city safer. The mayor's plan to ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms is a step in the right direction, but it is not enough. We need to do more than just ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms. We need to do more than just ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms. We need to do more than just ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms.

The mayor's plan to ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms is a step in the right direction, but it is not enough. We need to do more than just ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms. We need to do more than just ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms. We need to do more than just ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms.

The mayor's plan to ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms is a step in the right direction, but it is not enough. We need to do more than just ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms. We need to do more than just ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms. We need to do more than just ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms.

The mayor's plan to ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms is a step in the right direction, but it is not enough. We need to do more than just ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms. We need to do more than just ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms. We need to do more than just ban the WordNet dictionary of offensive terms.
Through negative campaign commercials and attacks, Republicans have been trying to portray Governor Clinton as a moderate and even a liberal extremist. While this is true in some respects, it is not an accurate picture of the governor.

While Republicans have been successful in attacking Governor Clinton, they have been less effective in attacking his opponent, Governor Dukakis. Governor Dukakis has been able to remain above the fray and has not engaged in negative campaigning.

In conclusion, it appears that negative campaigning has been unsuccessful in damaging the reputations of the candidates. Instead, it has served to mobilize the bases of the candidates and to energize their supporters. Therefore, it is likely that negative campaigning will continue to be a part of political campaigns in the future.
Out of Control

Decisions, Decisions

By M.W. Perss

I meant it! I really was very surprised when I got back to write this little column. After all, Tinker is probably the most prestigious organizations on campus, and simply being accepted to the organization often used to be an honor. But today, I want to talk about the Tinker organization in a different way. After all, Tinker now faces many of the same issues that many colleges and universities are facing today: issues of financial aid, misappropriation of funds, and overall sustainability.

I believe that there are many students who are forced to make difficult decisions about their college education. Some students have to balance work and school, while others have to choose between paying for tuition and other expenses. In addition, many students are facing the challenge of finding ways to pay for expenses that are not covered by financial aid.

I think that it is important for students to be aware of these issues and to make informed decisions about their college education. It is also important for universities to provide resources to help students make these decisions.

I hope that this column has given you some food for thought. I would love to hear your thoughts on this topic. Please feel free to contact me at mwperss@baruch.cuny.edu.

--M.W. Perss

Vision Of Peace

By Billie O'Flanagan

On September 23, 1993, the Foreign Minister of Israel, Mr. Shimon Peres, spoke at a special address to an overflow audience of Baruch College students and university faculty at Columbia University's Miller Theater. The address entitled "Peace in the Middle East: A Vision for Peace" was given in the context of the Middle East peace process. The address was held on the campus of Baruch College in the Middle East. A Vision for Peace was held on the campus of Baruch College in the Middle East.

Mr. Peres spoke about the need for a peaceful solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. He emphasized the importance of a two-state solution, and the need for mutual recognition and respect between the two sides.

Mr. Peres said that the road to peace is not easy, and that it will require a lot of effort from both sides. He emphasized the importance of understanding and respect for each other's culture and history.

Mr. Peres also spoke about the importance of education in promoting peace. He emphasized the need for education to teach children about the importance of peace and reconciliation.

Mr. Peres concluded his address with a call to action. He said that everyone can play a role in promoting peace, and that we all have a responsibility to work towards a peaceful future.

--Billie O'Flanagan

A.M.A. Kicks Off High Level Executive

By Sami Butterfield

The Baruch Collegiate Chapter of the American Marketing Association (B.C.C.M.A.) was recently brought about by another executive from the business world, Mr. Stavrou Biros from Beynnon International, Inc., Mr. Biros spoke at Global Market Incubator, Inc. on the topic of the "New Product Concept: the Open Mind". The B.C.C.M.A. is the largest custom research agency in the world. They are mainly involved with unique method of interaction and interacting with the audience to be truly engaging in learning experience.

The B.C.C.M.A. will be attending the A.M.A. Eastern Regional Conference in Rhode Island on October 24th to November 1st. The theme is "Marketing Strategy: A Celebration of Professional Excellence".

Mr. Biros and his team of experts are joining forces with the B.C.C.M.A. to promote the most innovative and effective marketing practices.

Mr. Biros concluded his address by saying that "Israelis have a new state in the Middle East, and we are all in a position to make it work. We must avoid the mistakes of the past and work towards a peaceful future."

--Sami Butterfield

The Fashion Corner

The Long and Short of It In Designer Fashions

By Chanie Therap

I know what you're thinking, "I want to be a fashion designer, but where do I start?" And that's exactly what you need to do. To read the first chapter of a thick magazine filled with the latest trends and fashion tips. So here's my advice:

1. Read the first chapter of a thick magazine filled with the latest trends and fashion tips. This is a great way to start getting your creative juices flowing.

2. Look for a mentor or teacher who can guide you through the fashion industry. This is a great way to learn about the ins and outs of the industry, and to get tips and advice from someone who has been there before.

3. Start creating your own designs. This is a great way to experiment with different styles and techniques. It's also a great way to get feedback from others, and to improve your skills over time.

4. Join a fashion design group or club. This is a great way to meet other designers and to get advice from others who are already in the industry.

5. Attend fashion design workshops or classes. This is a great way to learn new techniques and to get tips from experts in the field.

6. Create a portfolio of your work. This is a great way to show potential employers what you can do and what you are capable of.

7. Network with other designers and industry professionals. This is a great way to get your foot in the door and to establish connections in the industry.

Remember, the fashion industry is all about having a great idea and running with it. So start today, and see where your fashion journey takes you.

--Chanie Therap

Write for Features!

By Shannon Peress, Foreign Minister of Israel

Mr. Peres firmly turned to the students at the Israeli-Lebanese bilateral negotiations. He said that "there is no peace without peace, and peace in Lebanon is not possible without peace in Israel."

Mr. Peres said that the situation in Lebanon is very complex, but that the two sides have a responsibility to work towards a peaceful future.

Mr. Peres concluded his speech by saying that "the only way to reach a settlement is through negotiation and dialogue."

--Shannon Peress

Sharon Peress, Foreign Minister of Israel
HELP FEED NEW YORK CITY'S Homeless and Hungry
Support the upcoming on-campus Canned Food drive
Sponsored by the:
American Marketing Association
Beta Alpha Psi
Day Session Student Government
Haitian Cultural Society
Jewish Student Alliance
Puerto Ricans for Involvement, Development and Enlightenment
Society For Human Resource Management
The Ticker
KEEP AN EYE OUT FOR DROP-OFF BINS AROUND CAMPUS

Conducted by Kathy Garcia
Photos by Zelphia Phillips

What do you consider to be the most important issue in this year's presidential election?

Alfred Chang, junior major
"The economy because the recession. Right now, many people are losing their jobs and if the economy is much better we can get jobs."

Martha J. Parsons
"Violence because this is what is happening everywhere. It's necessary to getting anywhere, getting things."

Gladdion McIntyre, upper sophomore
"The economy."

Mark Bernstein, senior
"Definitely economics. There are too many people earning less than poverty line. We need to get economics back which is as bad as the 1930s. I agree with the administration's efforts in October that is going to be the next presidency."

Lisa Johansen, senior
"Help the poor people, how can you give the rich a tax break and leave the poor people poor and not help the economy?"
Basis for Nomination (Briefly describe how the nominee meets each of the above criteria):

Deliver or send all nominations to The Baruch College Alumni Association, 135 East 22nd Street, Room 907, or Box 280, New York, New York 10010.
Carter The Unstoppable Sex Machine 1992 The Love Album

By Wissam Smith

The album is a document of the band's musical style and spirit. The songs are a mix of pop, rock, and soul, with a strong emphasis on rhythm and melody. The album features a variety of styles, from the catchy, upbeat tracks to the more introspective, emotional songs. The album's production quality is high, with clear vocals and tight instrumentation. Overall, the album is a great example of the band's talent and creativity.

For more information, visit Carter The Unstoppable Sex Machine's official website at www.cartsound.com.
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